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Automatically Generating Specification Properties
From Task Models for the Formal Verification
of Human–Automation Interaction
Matthew L. Bolton, Member, IEEE, Noelia Jiménez, Marinus M. van Paassen, Member, IEEE, and Maite Trujillo

Abstract—Human–automation interaction (HAI) is often a contributor to failures in complex systems. This is frequently due to
system interactions that were not anticipated by designers and analysts. Model checking is a method of formal verification analysis
that automatically proves whether or not a formal system model
adheres to desirable specification properties. Task analytic models can be included in formal system models to allow HAI to be
evaluated with model checking. However, previous work in this
area has required analysts to manually formulate the properties to
check. Such a practice can be prone to analyst error and oversight
which can result in unexpected dangerous HAI conditions not being discovered. To address this, this paper presents a method for
automatically generating specification properties from task models
that enables analysts to use formal verification to check for system
HAI problems they may not have anticipated. This paper describes
the design and implementation of the method. An example (a pilot
performing a before landing checklist) is presented to illustrate its
utility. Limitations of this approach and future research directions
are discussed.

the fault of the human operators. Rather, they arise as a result
of complex interactions between system components (human
operators, device automation, and conditions in the operational
environment) not anticipated by designers [8]. HAI is particularly prone to these issues because of the inherent concurrency
between the human operator and the system automation he or
she interacts with.
While advances have been made to address these problems
[1], [2], failures can still occur because most analyses are
incapable of evaluating all of the different conditions under
which the supported HAIs occur. However, formal verification
techniques, and particularly model checking, offer means of
performing such exhaustive analyses.

Index Terms—Formal methods, human–automation interaction
(HAI), model checking, system safety, task analysis.

Formal verification comes from the field of formal methods.
Formal methods are mathematically robust techniques and tools
for the modeling, specification, and verification of systems [9].
Modeling is concerned with mathematically describing the behavior of a target system, specification properties assert desirable qualities about the system, and verification mathematically
proves if the model adheres to the specification. This study uses
model checking, a software tool that automatically performs formal verification [10]. In model checking, system behavior is typically modeled as a finite state transition system: a collection of
variables and transitions between variable values (states). Specification properties assert desirable attributes about the system
usually using model variables and temporal logic [10]. A model
checker performs formal verification by exhaustively searching
a system’s state space to determine if the specification properties hold. If they do, the model checker returns a confirmation.
However, if there is a state or sequence of states in the model
that violates a property, a counterexample is produced. A counterexample represents a counterproof, which shows exactly how
the property was violated. This is typically represented as a sequence of model states, where each state constitutes the full set
of model variables and their values at that state, that incrementally lead up to the violation. This can then be examined by an
analyst to understand why the failure occurred.

I. INTRODUCTION
UMAN behavior is a significant contributor to failures
in complex systems that depend on human–automation
interaction (HAI) [1], [2] for their safe operation. For example,
it is a factor in more than 50% of commercial aviation accidents
[3], 70% of general aviation accidents [4], many failures in space
operations [5], a number of medical error [6], and breakdowns in
process control [7]. However, these problems are not necessarily
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A. Formal Verification and Model Checking

B. Formal Verification and Human–Automation Interaction
Formal verification is typically used in the analysis of computer hardware and software [9], [10]. However, it has also been
used to evaluate HAI (see [12] for a review).
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Fig. 1. Formal verification method supported by EOFM. Continuous lines indicate parts of process previously supported by EOFM [11]. Dotted lines represent
the novel specification property generation process.

The method presented here is concerned with formal verification work that uses task analytic models. Task analytic behavior
models are a common tool of human factors engineers. They
are produced as part of a (cognitive) task analysis [13], [14] and
describe the behaviors human operators use to achieve goals
with a system. Task analytic models can be produced at different stages of system development, either to represent how
people actually interact with a system or how people are expected to interact with a system being developed. They can be
used in system engineering in a number of different capacities
including human-automation interface creation [15], training
development [16], usability analyses [17], [18], and the creation
of real-time monitoring systems [19].
Task analytic models can be represented computationally.
This allows them to be included in a formal system model
containing a formal description of the other relevant system
behaviors. Formal verification can then be used to evaluate
the impact of both modeled normative and erroneous behavior as well as generated erroneous behavior on system performance and safety. Researchers either represent normative task
models manually in formal notations as part of a larger model
[20]–[22] or translate native task model notations into a formalism in which other system elements are represented [23]–[29].
Further, researchers have explored how erroneous behavior can
be incorporated into the task models so that their impact on system safety and performance can be evaluated with formal verification. Erroneous behaviors can either be manually incorporated
into task models using patterns [24], [30]–[33] or automatically generated using different theories of erroneous behaviors
[34]–[36].
Given the well-established validity of task analysis and the
wide use of the task analytic behavior models they produce, the
formal verification techniques that utilize task analytic models
are very powerful. They allow analysts to verify that a system’s
HAI will support safe operation under both normative and erroneous conditions. Further, verification results give analysts a
clear indication of what the human operator was doing in discovered problems (visible in the form of counterexamples produced
by the analysis tools).
These methods focus on the verification of analyst-created
specification properties. Such properties are used to assert desirable system conditions (such as safety properties or perfor-

mance requirements) using the model variables, usually using a
temporal logic [37].
There are limitations to this approach. First, temporal logics
can be difficult to learn and interpret [38]. This can result in analysts incorrectly formulating properties. Second, this approach
requires that analysts anticipate potentially unsafe conditions
and assert their absence as specification properties. Therefore,
if analysts fail to anticipate potentially unsafe conditions or
problems with HAI, formal verification will give them no insights into those potential failures. Finally, these analyses focus
on verifying safety properties, the violation of which could result from the system’s HAI. This means that analysts are using
formal verification to look for failures that could be caused by
problems with the HAI (among other things) instead of looking
for potential HAI sources of failures. Thus, there is a real need
for methods that will allow analysts to automatically generate
properties that will allow them to check for HAI problems they
may or may not have anticipated.
C. Objectives
In the work presented here, we discuss a method that fulfils this need. Specifically, we extend an existing method [11]
that supports the formal verification of HAI-dependent systems,
which include task analytic behavior models, to automatically
generate specification properties. Given the formal structure inherent in hierarchical task analytic models, our method focuses
on generating specification properties from the task analytic
models themselves (see Fig. 1). While there are many types of
HAI properties one might want to check, this study focuses on
generating properties that will allow analysts to guarantee that
the procedural behavior contained in the task model is compatible with the system. Specifically, this study exploits the fact
that formal methods allow task analytic behavior models to be
treated as a concurrent process executing with other part of a
larger system and thus uses concepts from concurrency as the
basis for the generated properties.
The remainder of this paper describes how the method was
realized. We first describe the enhanced operator function model
(EOFM), the task analytic modeling formalism used in this
work, and the formal verification analysis method it supports.
Linear temporal logic (LTL), i.e., the logic used for representing
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Fig. 2. Example of a task structure from an instantiated EOFM (there can
be multiple task structure in a given EOFM) represented in EOFM’s visual
notation. In this task, an activity (Activity) with a precondition and completion
condition decomposes into two subactivities using the ordered (ord) decomposition operator. SubActivity1 has both a precondition and completion condition
and decomposes into a single action (Action1). SubActivity2 has a repeat condition and also decomposes into a single action (Action2).

generated specification properties, is also described. We then
show how concepts from computation can be used with EOFM
to generate specification properties capable of finding problems
with HAI. We present a simple application of a pilot performing
the before landing checklist of an aircraft to demonstrate the use
of our approach. Finally, we discuss our results and avenues of
future research.
II. MODEL CHECKING HUMAN–AUTOMATION INTERACTION
WITH THE ENHANCED OPERATOR FUNCTION MODEL
EOFM [29] is an XML-based human task modeling language,
derived from the operator function model (OFM) [39], specifically designed to allow task analytic human behavior to be
evaluated with formal methods. EOFMs are hierarchical representations of goal driven activities that decompose into lower
level activities, and finally, atomic actions. A decomposition
operator specifies the temporal relationships between, and the
cardinality of the decomposed activities or actions (when they
can execute relative to each other and how many can execute).
In the application presented here, only the ord operator (which
asserts that activities or action must execute in a specific order)
is used.
EOFMs express strategic knowledge explicitly as conditions
on activities. Conditions can specify what must be true before an
activity can execute (preconditions), when it can repeat (repeat
conditions), and what must be true when it completes execution
(completion conditions).
EOFMs can be represented visually as tree-like graphs [40]
(see Fig. 2). Actions are rectangles and activities are rounded
rectangles. An activity’s decomposition is presented as an arrow,
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labeled with the decomposition operator, that points to a large
rounded rectangle containing the decomposed activities or actions. Conditions (strategic knowledge) on activities are represented as shapes or arrows (annotated with the condition’s logic)
connected to the activity that they constrain. The form, position,
and color of the shape are determined by the type of condition.
A precondition is a yellow downward-pointing triangle; a completion condition is a magenta upward-pointing triangle; and a
repeat condition is an arrow recursively pointing to the top of
the activity.
EOFM has formal semantics that specify how an instantiated EOFM model executes (see Fig. 3). Each activity or action
has one of three execution states: waiting to execute (Ready),
executing (Executing), and done (Done). An activity or action
transitions between each of these states based on its current state;
its start condition (StartCondition—when it can start executing
based on the state of its immediate parent, its parent’s decomposition operator, and the execution state of its siblings); its end
condition (EndCondition—when it can stop executing based on
the state of its immediate children in the hierarchy and its decomposition operators); its reset condition (Reset—when it can
revert to Ready based on the execution state of its parents); and,
for an activity, the activity’s strategic knowledge (the Precondition, RepeatCondition, and CompletionCondition). See [29] for
more details.
EOFM supports formal verification as follows. Analystcreated EOFM task models are automatically translated [29]
into the language of the Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL)
[41] using the EOFM formal semantics.1 The transitions associated with activity or action execution states are represented
as guarded, asynchronous transitions in a single module. The
translated EOFM is then integrated into a larger system model
(created manually in the model checker’s formalism) using
asynchronous composition. A defined architecture allows for
a distinction to be made between the human task, mission
goals, human–automation interface, automation, and environment [11], [28] in the formal model. A coordination handshake
protocol is also employed that uses interleaving to support parallelism between modeled components (see [29] and [42] for
more information about the translator). Formal verifications of
manually created specification properties are performed on this
complete system model using SAL’s Symbolic Model Checker
(SAL-SMC). Any produced counterexamples can be evaluated
using EOFM’s counter example visualizer [40].
The visualizer uses EOFM’s visual notation to help analysts
determine why a counterexample was produced. Each step from
a counterexample is rendered on a separate page of a document.
Each page represents the EOFM task structure executing in that
step. The color of the activities and actions in the task indicate their execution state. Activities or actions whose execution
state has changed since the previous step are highlighted. Additionally, before generating the visualization, analysts are able
to categorize model variables (not associated with representing
the human operator task) into categories based on EOFM’s for1 Note that the details of the EOFM to SAL translator are beyond the scope
of this paper. Please see [29] and [42] for more information on this subject.
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Fig. 3. Formal semantics of an EOFM activity’s (a) and action’s (b) execution state presented as finite state transition systems [29]. States are circles. Transitions
are arrows between states labeled with Boolean expressions. An Arrow starting with a dot points to the initial state.

TABLE I
LTL OPERATORS
Operator

Usage

Interpretation

Global
NeXt
Future
Until

Gψ
Xψ
Fψ
φ Uψ

ψ will always be true.
ψ is true in all of the next states.
ψ is eventually true in a future state.
φ will be true until ψ is true.

to assert that φ should never be true in all paths through the
model. If we use a model checker to check (1) against a system model, it will return true if φ is never satisfied. However,
if φ does exist, the model checker will return a counterexample illustrating how φ was realized. This trick will be used in
specification property generation, where both positive (where
the specification asserts the existence of the desirable property)
and negative (where the specification asserts the absence of the
desirable property) specifications will be used.

Note. φ and ψ are propositions about either a state or path
(a valid temporally ordered sequence of states) in the model
that evaluate to true or false.

IV. SPECIFICATION GENERATION
mal modeling architecture: environment, automation, human–
automation interface, human mission, and other. Then, on each
page of the generated visualization, each variable is displayed
with its value under its corresponding category. Variables whose
values changed from the previous step are highlighted. See [40]
for more information.
III. LINEAR TEMPORAL LOGIC SPECIFICATION
Because the formal verification method supported by EOFM
(see Fig. 1) uses SAL’s symbolic model checker, specification
properties must be asserted using LTL. LTL uses propositional
variables, Boolean logic operators (∧, ∨, ¬, ⇒, ⇔, =, =, <, >,
etc.), and temporal operators (see Table I) to assert properties
about all paths through a model [10].
Because LTL can only be used to specify properties about all
paths through a model, it cannot be used to positively assert the
existence of a desirable system condition that may not exist on all
paths (it cannot assert that something is true in at least one path
through a model). Thus, to conduct an existence proof with a
model checker that uses LTL specifications, a negative assertion
must be used. Let φ represent a temporal logic proposition that
we want to prove exists in a system. Using LTL, we can use the
specification
G¬(φ)

(1)

The computational nature of the EOFM allows one to reason
about the execution of task behavior as it interacts with other system elements. Thus, this work focuses on concepts from computational concurrency and uses them to check for properties
important for safe HAI design. In computational concurrency,
analysts are concerned with a number of different problems
[43]. We focus on two: reachability and the prevention of blocking. Reachability is concerned with ensuring that all parts of a
concurrent system can be reached. It is important because all
elements of a system should be relevant at some time during
its execution. If they are not, there is likely something wrong
with the implementation or the design of the system. A lack
of blocking is also crucial because blocking states prevent a
system from making progress towards its goals. Blocking conditions can include deadlock (where a system becomes stuck due
to concurrent elements waiting on each other), livelock (where
the system becomes stuck in a loop), or starvation (where a process is not able to acquire the resources it needs to satisfy its
goals) [44].
These concepts are relevant to a system’s HAI because an
analyst can use them to reason about how a task model should
be executed (performed) in relation to the other concurrent elements of a system. Reachability is of concern because every part
of a human operator’s task should be relevant in some situation
during a system’s operation. If not, there may be behaviors in
the task model that are never relevant and thus never executed.
This could indicate a problem with the task analysis, which
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could have far reaching design, training, and analysis implications given the importance of task analyses. It could also reveal a
problem with the HAI that prevents desired task behaviors from
being performed when they are supposed to. Such conditions
are potentially dangerous because if the task model is used in
the design of human training, such training would be deficient.
The absence of blocking from task models is also important
for safe HAI [45]. From a task perspective, blocking can manifest in two general ways: either a task or tasks are blocked from
completing (the task cannot be completed as described in the
task model) or all human tasks are prevented from ever executing. Both blocking conditions are potentially problematic for
HAI. If a task is not always able to be completed as specified, or
the human operator finds him or herself in a situation for which
they have no task knowledge, the human operator will have to
go off task to fulfill his or her goals. Because such behavior is
divergent, it is erroneous [46]. Further, if the divergent human
behavior was not factored into system training or design, this
could lead to unexpected or dangerous system operating conditions. Additionally, the presence of states that block the human
from ever doing anything could represent unanticipated or unexpected system conditions that could produce mode confusion
and/or automation surprise, which can be dangerous [47].
Thus, we want to ensure all of the following to guarantee that
task models will never have problems executing:
1) Every part of a task should executable in some situation.
2) Tasks should always be able to finish executing.
3) There should never be a situation where no tasks can ever
execute.
Ensuring all three of these should guarantee that there are no
procedural issues with a system’s HAI: every part of a task can
be performed in its intended context; if a task is being performed,
the human operator will always accomplish his or her goals; and
the human will always be able to eventually interact with and
achieve goals with the system.
EOFM’s semantics (see Fig. 3) enable specification properties
to assert qualities about the execution state of task models [48].
Thus, we can use computational concepts to automatically generate LTL specifications that assert all three of the above items
and thus allow them to be checked formally.
A. Item 1: Coverage
Item 1 can be addressed using the computational concept of
coverage. A coverage criterion represents the extent to which
elements of a computational structure are reachable [43]. In
this work, we wanted to be able to check that every part of a
task model’s execution was reachable. For this, we utilized both
state coverage and decision coverage. State coverage asserts
that every state in a finite state machine should be reachable
while decision coverage says that every transition in a finite
state machine must be able to occur. Both state and decision
coverage apply to EOFM task models through the execution
state of its activities and actions (see Fig. 3). Thus, to ensure
state coverage, the execution state of every activity and action
must be reachable. For decision coverage to be satisfied, every
transition between the execution states of every activity and
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action must be able to occur. We can generate properties that
will check for state and decision coverage by reasoning about
the execution state of activities and actions using EOFM formal
semantics (see Fig. 3).
To ensure that state coverage is satisfied, properties are
generated to check that every activity and action in a task
model is capable of reaching each of the three execution states
(see Fig. 3). Because every activity and action automatically
starts in the Ready state, there is no need to check that it is
reachable. However, we must generate properties to specify that
Executing and Done are reachable. Because these will be reachability properties, they must be asserted with the pattern from
(1). To check that every activity and action in a task model can
execute, we generate a property (called act executability) of the
form shown in (2) (see Table II) for each activity or action in
the task structure. To check that every activity or action can
reach the Done state (a property we call act completability), we
generate a property of the form in (3) (see Table II) for each
activity and action. Since both act executability and act completability are negatively asserted, if the Executing and Done
states are reachable, (2) and (3) will produce counterexamples
when checked. If Executing and/or Done are not reachable, the
model checker will return true.
To check for decision coverage, properties are generated to
verify that every transition between activity and action execution
states can occur. There are five possible transitions between activity execution states (there are three for actions; Fig. 3), and a
specification property is generated to check that each is possible
using a negative assertion. Thus, if a counterexample is generated when the property is checked, then the associated transition
is possible. The ability of an action or activity to transition from
Ready to Executing (a property called act startability) is asserted
using (4). The ability of an activity to transition from Ready to
Done was checked with the act skippability property (5). Act repeatability, the ability of an activity to transition from Executing
to Executing via a repeat condition was asserted with (6). The
ability of an activity or action to reset (transition from Done to
Ready) was called act resetability and asserted with (7). Finally,
the ability of an activity or action to transition from Executing
to Done, was asserted using act finishability (8).
Note that act skippability (5) and act repeatability (6) are
only relevant for activities because actions lack the associated
transitions in their formal semantics (see Fig. 3). Further, act
skippability is only applicable for an activity if it has a completion condition because one is required for the Ready to Done
transition. Similarly, act repeatability is only appropriate when
an activity has a repeat condition.
B. Item 2: Starvation
While knowing that all parts of a task can execute is useful,
we also need to ensure that, once a task is executing, it will
always finish (item 2). Computationally, this means that we
never want task model starvation: a blocking condition where
something is unable to gain the necessary resources to finish
[44]. To check that a task will never starve, we generate a property called act inevitable completability (9) (see Table II) for
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TABLE II
TASK MODEL SPECIFICATION PROPERTY PATTERNS FOR MODEL CHECKING SYSTEM HAI
Name:
Description:
Formulation:
Interpretation of Confirmation:
Interpretation of Counterexample:

Act Executability
A given activity or action should be able to execute.
G ¬(Act = Executing)
× There are no conditions where Act can ever execute.
 There are conditions where Act can execute.

(2)

Name:
Description:
Formulation:
Interpretation of Confirmation:
Interpretation of Counterexample:

Act Completability
A given activity or action should be able to be done.
G ¬(Act = Done)
× There are no conditions where Act can ever be done.
 There are conditions where Act can be done.

(3)

Name:
Description:
Formulation:
Interpretation of Confirmation:
Interpretation of Counterexample:

Act Startability
A given activity or action should be able to transition from Ready to Executing.
G ¬(Act = Ready ∧ X(Act = Executing))
× There are no conditions where Act will transition from Ready to Executing.
 There are conditions where Act can transition from Ready to Executing.

(4)

Name:
Description:
Formulation:
Interpretation of Confirmation:
Interpretation of Counterexample:

Act Skippability
A given activity or action should be able to transition from Ready to Done if it has a completion condition.
G ¬(Act = Ready ∧ X(Act = Done))
× There are no conditions where Act will transition from Ready to Done.
 There are conditions where Act can transition from Ready to Done.

(5)

Name:
Description:
Formulation:
Interpretation of Confirmation:
Interpretation of Counterexample:

Act Repeatability
A given activity or action should be able to transition from Executing to Executing if it has a repeat condition.
G ¬((Act = Executing ∧ EndCondition) ∧ X(Act = Executing ∧ ¬EndCondition))
× There are no conditions where Act will repeat.
 There are conditions where Act can repeat.

(6)

Name:
Description:
Formulation:
Interpretation of Confirmation:
Interpretation of Counterexample:

Act Resetability
A given activity or action should be able to transition from Done to Ready if it has a completion condition.
G ¬(Act = Done ∧ X(Act = Ready))
× There are no conditions where Act will transition from Done to Ready.
 There are conditions where Act can transition from Done to Ready.

(7)

Name:
Description:
Formulation:
Interpretation of Confirmation:
Interpretation of Counterexample:

Act Finishability
A given activity or action should be able to transition from Executing to Done if it has a completion condition.
G ¬(Act = Executing ∧ X(Act = Done))
× There are no conditions where Act will transition from Executing to Done.
 There are conditions where Act can transition from Executing to Done.

(8)

Name:
Description:
Formulation:
Interpretation of Confirmation:
Interpretation of Counterexample:

Act Inevitable Completability
Every activity or action that is executing must eventually finish.
G ((Act = Executing) ⇒ F(Act = Executing))
 Act can always finish executing.
× There is a least one condition where Act can never finish executing.

(9)

Property Name:
Description:
Formulation:
Interpretation of Confirmation:
Interpretation of Counterexamples:

Task Liveness
There should never be a situation where no activity can ever execute.

G ¬(F(G ( ∀RootActivities
Act∈RootActivities Act = Executing)))
 There is never be a situation where no activity can ever execute.
× There is a situation where no activity can ever execute.

(10)

Note. Equation numbers in the table continue from the equation numbers in the text. Act represents the execution state of a given activity or action. RootActivities
represents the set of all top level activities. A  and × indicate if the associated verification outcome is desirable or undesirable respectively.

each activity and action. This asserts that, when the act is executing, it must eventually finish. Because act inevitable completability is asserted positively, a model checker will return true
if it is satisfied. Otherwise, a counterexample will illustrate how
a state or cycle was reached from which the associated act could
not stop executing.
C. Item 3: Liveness
Inevitable completability properties will allow an analyst to
check that a system is not blocking a task from completing.
However, it will not allow analysts to discover if the human operator is prevented from ever interacting with the system (from

ever performing a task). Thus, we also want to check that the
system itself never blocks the human operator from performing any tasks (item 3). From a computational perspective, this
means we want to ensure liveness: that something desirable will
always eventually happen [10]. Put another way, we want to
ensure that there are no blocking states where tasks cannot execute. To check this, we again create properties that reason about
the execution state of EOFM activities. This generated property, which we call task liveness, takes the form shown in (10)
(see Table II). This asserts that it should never be true that the
model will reach a future state where all of the root activities in
an EOFM (the topmost activities of each task structure) never execute. Task liveness is asserted positively. Thus, a model checker
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will return a confirmation if it is satisfied. Otherwise, a counterexample should show how a violating livelock or deadlock
state was reached.
D. Accounting for Uninteresting States
In checking act inevitable completability and task liveness, it
is conceivable that the model checker will identify states where
either is violated in ways uninteresting to analysts. For example,
a model may have an “end state” at or after which the properties
are not be important. To accommodate this, the analyst will
need to check modified forms of these properties. To do this, an
analyst can manually reformulate (9) or (10) as
⎛
⎞
∀Φ

ψ⇒⎝
¬φ⎠
(11)
φ∈Φ

where ψ is the original specification, and Φ is the set of expressions representing states an analyst wishes to exclude.
E. Implementation
The EOFM to SAL translator was modified to automatically
generate all of the properties from Table II for use in model
checking with SAL.
F. Property Relationships and Interpreting Verification Results
If all of the generated properties produce the expected verification results, the relationships between the properties are such
that the system’s HAI is guaranteed to be well designed for the
procedural behavior contained in the EOFM. Specifically, the
properties collectively ensure that: every part of a task is relevant and doable in some situation (2)–(8); once a task is being
performed, its goals will always be accomplished (9); and the
human operator will always be able to eventually interact with
the system (10).
However, should properties be violated, the interrelationships
between properties may make result interpretations difficult.
Thus, the following describes how verification results can be
examined to identify the source of discovered problems.
1) Task Liveness: The verification results of a task liveness
property (10) is probably the easiest to interpret because there
will only be one such property for a given model and it is asserted positively. Thus, if task liveness is not satisfied, the model
checker will produce a counterexample. EOFM’s counterexample visualizer [40] can then be used to diagnose why the failure
occurred. Task liveness is different from act inevitable completability in that task liveness checks situations where tasks
cannot be performed, while act inevitable completability detects situations where tasks cannot be finished. Task liveness
is also different from the coverage-based properties in that the
latter check that there is at least one situation where each part
of a task can execute. As such, even when the coverage-based
properties are satisfied, there could be system states where no
tasks can execute.
2) Act Inevitable Completability: Like task liveness, act
inevitable completability (9) is asserted positively. Thus,
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violations will produce counterexamples that can be analyzed
using the visualizer [40]. Unlike task liveness, there are multiple act inevitable completability properties. Given the hierarchical nature of EOFM and the fact that inevitable completability properties are generated for each activity and action, it is
possible that a single problem will result in multiple failures
of inevitable completability specifications. Given the nature of
EOFM’s formal semantics, the failure of a given action or activity to complete will inherently prevent the activity, from which
it is decomposed, from completing its execution. Thus, if multiple failures occur in a given task structure, analysts should find
the failure (or failures) that occurs for the act that is the lowest in the task’s hierarchy and focus their evaluation there. As
failures of inevitable completability are addressed, the model
can be iteratively reverified against all of the inevitable completability properties until all of the discovered problems have
been eliminated.
There are also two features of act inevitable completability
that analysts should consider when interpreting results. Firstly,
because these properties use the implication operator (⇒), they
can be vacuously true. This means that, for a given activity or
action Act, if Act = Executing is never true, Act’s inevitable
completability property will verify to true. Thus, it is critical that
analysts check Act’s act executability property to ensure that an
affirmative verification of Act’s inevitable completability property is not caused by vacuity. Secondly, act completability can
be satisfied (produce the desired counterexample) without satisfying act inevitable completability and, due to vacuous truth,
act inevitable completability can be satisfied without act completability being satisfied. Thus, it is important that analysts
check both.
3) Coverage-Based Properties: Because the coveragebased properties (2)–(8) are asserted negatively, they will produce a confirmation from the model checker when they fail.
Thus, additional care must be taken in interpreting their verification results. The following sections discuss each of the
coverage-based property types and describe how the interrelationships between them can be used to interpret model checker
outputs. In all cases, it is assumed that there are no problems
with a given act’s start, end, and reset conditions. This is because
these are implemented by the EOFM to SAL translator [29] and
have been validated to be working as intended [42].
a) Act executability: If an act executability property (2)
fails to return a counterexample, this can imply one of two
things. The act may never have a chance to execute because
another activity or action is preventing it from being reached.
Alternatively, if the act is an activity, its strategic knowledge
may be over constraining when it can execute. Thus, an analyst
should first look at the other checked properties to see if an
activity or action that must execute before the given act is either
incapable of executing or completing. Otherwise, the analyst
should check act startability.
b) Act completability: A failure of act completability (3)
(a failure to produce a counterexample) could occur because:
the act in question can never execute, it has a descendent that
is blocking its execution from completing, or its completion
condition is never satisfied. The first condition can be checked
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by evaluating the act executability, the second by evaluating the
act executability and act completability of the act’s descendants,
and the third by evaluating act finishability.
c) Act startability: If act executability fails (does not produce a counterexample), act startability (4) will invariably fail
as well. If the analysis of the act executability indicates that the
failure lies with the given act, then a failure of act startability
will indicate that the precondition of the act is never satisfied
or that the completion condition is always satisfied when the
precondition is satisfied (see Fig. 3).
d) Act skippability: If an act is not skippable (5), the act’s
completion condition will never be satisfied when it is in the
Ready state. It will be at the analyst’s discretion to determine if
he or she cares that the act is not skippable.
e) Act repeatability: An unrepeatable act (6) is one in
which the repeat condition is never satisfied.
f) Act resetability: Act resetability (7) will be violated for
a given act when an activity it descends from fails to reset or
repeat. Thus, for diagnostics, an analyst should look for failures
of act resetability and act repeatability for activities the act
descends from. Note that a failure of a top level activity to
reset will never occur unless the analyst specifically modifies
the formal model to produce such behavior [42].
g) Act finishability: Act finishability (8) can fail based on
the execution of other acts the same way that act completability
can. However, if the failure has been isolated to the given act, a
failure of act finishability will indicate that the act’s completion
condition can never be satisfied.
V. APPLICATION
To illustrate how this method can be used to find problems in
an HAI-dependent aerospace system, we present an application:
a pilot attempting to perform the before landing checklist (a
slightly modified version of a model previously discussed in
[49]). In this application, a pilot is performing an instrument
approach where he or she is navigating the aircraft to the runway
using vertical guidance (the glide slope). The vertical position of
the aircraft relative to the glideslope is displayed with a moving
diamond on the glideslope indicator. When the aircraft is nearing
the glideslope, the diamond becomes “alive”, moving towards
the center of the display. The diamond will first pass through the
“two dot” and then the “one dot” positions. When the aircraft is
on the glideslope, the diamond is at the capture position.
To land safely, the pilot performs the before landing checklist
[50]: 1) the ignition must be set to override to allow for engine
restart should it quit; 2) the landing gear must be down; 3) the
spoilers should be armed; and 4) the flaps should be extended to
the appropriate flap setting (first 25◦ and then 40◦ ) to slow the
aircraft and prevent stalling.
Spoilers are retractable plates on the wings that, when deployed, slow the aircraft and decrease lift. A pilot can arm the
spoilers for automatic deployment using a lever. If spoilers are
not used, the aircraft can overrun the runway [51]. If deployed
too early, the aircraft loses lift and could have a hard landing [52]. Premature deployment can occur due to mechanical
issues. Arming the spoilers before the landing gear has been

lowered, before the landing gear doors have fully opened, or
during landing can result in automatic premature deployment
[50]. For these reasons, pilots wait to arm the spoilers until after
the landing gear has been deployed and the landing gear doors
have completely opened (in our example, this can take between
10 and 18 s due to variability in the condition of the hydraulic
system).2
A. Task Modeling
The task behavior for performing the before landing checklist
was instantiated as an EOFM (see Fig. 4). This task model assumes the pilot can observe the value of all of the following: the
glideslope indicator (GSIndicator), the ignition indicator light
(whether or not the ignition has been overridden; IgnitionLight),
the angle of the aircraft’s flaps via the flaps gauge (FlapsGuage),
if the landing gear is down (ThreeGearLights), and if the landing
gear doors are opening (GearDoorLight).
If the ignition light is OFF, the pilot can override the ignition (aOverrideIgnition) before the glideslope indicator is alive.
Once it is alive and the three gear lights are off, the pilot can then
deploy the landing gear (aDeployLandingGear). At a glideslope
indicator reading of one dot, the pilot can set the flaps to 25◦ .
The spoilers can be armed (aSetSpoilers) if the spoiler indicator
and landing gear doors lights are off. At the capture position,
the flaps can be set to 40◦ (aSetFlaps40).
This model was converted into SAL’s input language using
the translator [29], and the properties form Table II were automatically created using the newly added automatic specification
generation feature. While the original XML instantiation contained 92 lines of XML markup, the translated version contained
184 lines of SAL code. This raw translated version was slightly
modified to ensure that the formal system model never reached
a deadlock state, erroneously reset when the model reached its
end state (when the aircraft was descending to the runway), or
could produce any undesired infinite loops.
The specification generation process produced 72 properties.
Sixty properties represented the different reachability properties associated with coverage (act executability, completability,
inevitable completability, startability, skippability, resetability,
and finishability) for each activity and action in the task model.
Eleven act inevitable completability properties were produced,
one for each activity and action. Finally, one property representing task liveness was created.
B. Modeling the Rest of the System
To complete the formal system model, formal representations were created for the system operational environment, the
aircraft’s automation, and its human–automation interface. Note
that these were created directly in the model checker’s formal
notation [41] and are, for the sake of readability, presented here
as finite state transition systems.
2 Spacial constraints prevent a more thorough description of this application.
Additional information can be found in [49]. A full listing of the instantiated
EOFM and complete formal model with generated properties can be found at
http://fhsl.eng.buffalo.edu/resources/.
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Fig. 4.
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Visualization of the EOFM task model for the before landing checklist [49].

C. Human–Automation Interface

Fig. 5. Position of the aircraft relative to the glideslope, where distance is
measured in seconds.

1) Environment: The system’s operational environment was
represented abstractly as the relative distance (Position) of the
aircraft from the capture position on the glideslope (see Fig. 5).
The aircraft starts at a position where the glideslope diamond
is not alive. The aircraft proceeds to the capture position and
begins to descend on the glideslope, a process that will take
18 s. Thus, the relative position of the aircraft from the initial
position is discretized into integer values (0 to 18) where the
aircraft passes from one value to the next in 1 s. The model was
set to meet a dedicated end state when it starts to descend (at
position 18, the end state of the model).
2) Automation: The formal model of the device automation
(see Fig. 6) represented the functionality of the aircraft’s ignition, landing gear, spoilers, and landing gear doors. In the
models the ignition starts out not in override, the landing gear
starts out undeployed, the spoilers unarmed, and the landing
gear doors closed. The state of these properties could change
in response to human actions received from the human–device
interface or other environmental or internal system conditions.
While most changes to pilot actions were effectively instantaneous (taking less than a second) landing gear doors would take
between 10 and 18 s to fully transition from closed to open after
landing gear deployment was initiated.

The formal model of the human–automation interface
(see Fig. 7) represented the state of the flightdeck controls and
indicator lights associated with arming the spoilers, the landing
gear doors, the landing gear, the flaps, the glideslope indicator, and the ignition. The human-automation interface would
receive human actions (flipping the ignition switch, pulling the
landing gear lever, setting the flaps, and arming the spoilers) and
have them affect the behavior of the automation. As the state
of the automation and environmental variables changed, the indicators associated with the ignition (IgnitionLight), spoilers
(SpoilerIndicator), landing gear doors (GearDoorLight), landing gear (ThreeGearLights), flaps (FlapsGuage), and glideslope
indicator (GSIndicator) would update to reflect these changes.
D. Expected Results
All of the coverage-based properties were expected to produce the desired result (a counterexample) with two exceptions.
Because the task model was modified to avoid a reset, all of the
act resetability properties were expected to verify to true (indicating that the all of the activities and actions would never reset).
Additionally, because the pilot was expected to perform all of
the activities and actions to ensure that the aircraft was ready
for landing, all of the act skippability properties were expected
to verify to true (indicating that none of the activities were skippable). All of the act inevitable completability properties and
the task liveness property were expected to produce the desired
result (verify to true).
E. Formal Verification Results
Formal verification was performed on a PC workstation running Linux Mint 14 with a quad-core, 3.3-GHz Intel XEON
processors and 64 gigabytes of RAM. Using SAL’s symbolic
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Fig. 6. State transition representation of the formal model of the system’s automation. (a) Landing gear. (b) Spoilers. (c) Flaps. (d) Landing gear doors, where
the number on the opening states indicates how long, in seconds, it takes for the landing gear to open. In the presented model, the doors can take between 10 and
18 s to open (note that the transition to Open takes 1 s to occur).

Fig. 7. State transition representation of the human–automation interface’s formal model. (a) Glideslope indicator. (b) Ignition switch. (c) Ignition light.
(d) Landing gear lever. (e) Three landing gear lights. (f) Gear doors light. (g) Flaps gauge. (h) Spoiler arming lever. (i) Spoiler indicator light.
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model checker, it took 22.21 s of total execution time to verify
all 72 generated properties with 1535 listed as the maximum
number of visited states for a single verification.
For all but four of the generated properties, the expected verification results were obtained. Every coverage-based specification property produced the expected result indicating that, for
all but act resetability and act skipability, every part of the task
model (see Fig. 4) and its associated transitions between execution states was reachable. However, three of the act inevitable
completability properties did not evaluate to true indicating that,
for aSetFlaps40, aSetSpoilers, and aPrepareForLanding), there
were states where they would never finish executing. Further,
the one task liveness property also produced a counterexample,
the undesired outcome.
Examining the counterexamples for the failures of act inevitable completability (using the EOFM counterexample visualization [40]) revealed a common problem. In all three, the
landing gear doors took between 16, 17, and 18 s to fully deploy.
This appeared to create a situation where the aircraft would start
descending (the end state for the model) having just performed
the action for setting the flaps to 40◦ (for the aSetFlaps40 property) or arming the spoilers (for the aSetSpoilers property). For
the failure of aPrepareForLanding’s property, the aircraft started
descending before the pilot could arm the spoilers.
All three of these properties failed because the model reached
the end state before all the necessary activities could finish executing. More importantly, all of these failures constitute serious
problems for the safe operation of the aircraft. In all of them,
the aircraft reaches the capture position without having the flaps
properly set. This could result in the aircraft going too fast as
it starts to descend [53]. The failure of aSetSpoilers’ property
illustrates a situation where spoilers are armed while the aircraft is just starting to descend, a condition that could lead to
premature spoiler deployment [50]. Finally, the counterexample associated with aPrepareForLanding’s property revealed a
situation where the aircraft did not have its spoilers armed as it
started to descend. If unnoticed by the pilot, this could lead to
the aircraft overrunning the runway [51] or accidental premature
deployment [52].
F. Design Exploration
To test whether these failures were the result of the delay in
the opening of the landing gear doors, the delay was iteratively
reduced between multiple verification runs to see if there was
a minimum delay that would remove these failures from the
model. When the delay was 14 s or less, all three of these
properties returned the desirable verification outcomes.
Finally, an examination of the counterexample associated
with the failure of the task liveness specification revealed that
no tasks would ever execute once the aircraft reached the capture position. This is not surprising given that this constituted
the end state of the model. Thus, to ensure task liveness held in
all other states, we used the pattern shown in (11) to create the
specification
G¬(F(G(aPrepareForLanding = Executing)))
⇒ ¬(Aircraf tP osition = EndP osition).

(12)
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When this was checked, it verified to true. This indicated that
the pilot would always be able to perform a task in all but the
artificial end state of the model.
VI. DISCUSSION
In the work presented here, we extended the formal verification method supported by EOFM with a novel means of generating specification properties from task models (see Fig. 1). By
exploiting its computational representation of task models, the
method is capable of detecting if parts of task models are never
used, if there are situations where a task cannot be completed,
and if there are times where no tasks can ever be performed;
all properties indicative of problems with HAI. The automatic
nature of the method is also advantageous in that: 1) there is
no risk of specification properties being manually misformulated; 2) analysts need not anticipate all of the HAI problems
associated with the generated properties to check for them; and
3) specification properties are represented in terms of the task
models and thus detect problems with the system’s HAI rather
than specific failures that can arise from the HAI.
The utility of the method was demonstrated with a realistic
example: a pilot performing a before landing checklist. In this
application, several problems with HAI were discovered and
the results of the analysis were used to investigate the source of
the failures. Impressively, the method discovered the problems
associated with the pilot not adjusting the aircraft’s flaps in time,
something not discovered in previous analyses [49].
It is important to note that the method is still compatible with
the traditional verification analyses supported by EOFM [11],
[28], [29], [34], [48], [49]. Thus, if an analyst has specific system
safety conditions that he or she wants to check, that option is
still available.
Despite its successes, the method does have some limitations,
listed below, that should be addressed in future work.
A. Additional Applications
Although simple, the application presented here illustrates
how our method could be used to find unanticipated problems
with HAI. However, the application does not cover all of the
different issues that can arise during HAI. Further, the primary
issue (the timing of the aircraft’s doors and its impact on spoilers) was known a priori. Thus, different problems are likely to be
discovered when the method is applied to other realistic systems
with or without known HAI issues. Future work should explore
how the method can be applied to different human interactive
systems to develop a more comprehensive understanding of its
strengths and weaknesses.
B. Methodological Considerations
1) Use in Design and Analysis: Formal verification is not
widely used in the design and analysis of human-automation
interactive systems. This will limit the use of the presented
method in the immediate future. This lack of use is partially
due to the challenges associated with learning and interpreting
formal methods [38]. EOFM and the presented methods are
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advantageous in this respect in that they allow human factors
analysts to create task models using notations they are familiar
with and automatically generate specification properties that
they can check. Further, the counterexample visualizer [40]
helps them interpret verification results using the human operator’s task. However, the presented method still requires the
analyst to model all of the other system elements the human
interacts with in the model checker’s input language. This will
clearly limit its use. A number of researchers have investigated
how to create formal models of human–automation interfaces
that have been designed graphically or constructed with more
widely used design environments [26], [54]–[56], while others
have investigated how to create formalisms that are intuitive to
human factors engineers [57]–[60] to model interfaces. Future
work should investigate how these methods can be integrated
with EOFM and incorporated into more widely used modelbased engineering environments.
2) Scalability: All analyses that use model checking suffer
from the state explosion problem [10], where the state space
of a model grows exponentially as the number of concurrent
elements are added to the system model. This can increase the
amount of time required to verify a model and, in the worst case,
result in a model too big to verify on a given computer. This
phenomenon has been observed with formal models utilizing
EOFM, where model state spaces grow exponentially with the
size of the task behavior contained in a given EOFM [34], [42].
Because the property generation method presented here does
not add to model complexity, it does not directly influence the
feasibility of the formal verification in terms of state space.
However, any reductions in the complexity of the state space
used to represent EOFMs would improve the applicability of
the method. Because our method relies on the verification of
multiple specification properties, for large models, this could
result in excessively long analysis times. Thus, future work
should investigate means for improving the scalability of the
method in terms of both state space size and verification time.
3) Results Interpretation: The counterexample visualizer
supported by EOFM [40] and the guidelines reported here (see
Section IV-F) can help analysts evaluate verification results.
However, because a large number of properties must be verified with our method, analysts may find it difficult to interpret
verification results for more complex applications. Future work
should investigate options for assisting analysts in results interpretation: helping them understand the connections between
the different properties and helping them compare the analysis
results between properties based on these connections.
4) Model Checker Limitations: In preparing the application
for this paper, a number of problems with SAL were revealed.
Specifically, the verification of act inevitable completability and
task liveness properties could result in counterexamples illustrating artificial model loops (infinite state cycles where no
variable values changed) or failure to detect deadlock states
that violated the properties (SAL uses a separate checker for
finding deadlock states). To address these issues, the model
was formulated to both eliminate these uninteresting cycles and
allow the end state to recursively cycle, preventing end state
deadlock. Alternatively, we could have used deadlock checker

synergistically with the formal verification analyses, where we
would manually inspect each deadlock state to determine if it
violated task liveness or inevitable completability.
There may be several ways of addressing these problems.
SAL is open source so it may be possible to modify it and remove these restrictions. Tools capable of helping analysts create
models that do not have the noted issues could be developed.
A wrapper tool could also be created to help analysts evaluate
whether deadlock states (found using SAL’s deadlock checker)
could impact checked properties. Finally, the EOFM-supported
method could be adapted to work with model checking environments that don’t have these limits. Future work should explore
these options.
C. Property Generation Extensions
The method introduced in this paper has shown that it is
possible to automatically generate specification properties from
task models capable of checking a system’s HAI. However, there
are many other computational and HAI concepts that could be
generated to make the presented method more complete. This
possibility is explored below.
1) Other Specification Formalisms: Specification properties
in SAL’s symbolic model checker are formulated using LTL,
thus this was the logic used for property generation. However
other model checkers support different specification languages
that can offer different expressive power. For example, computation tree logic (CTL) is used by a number of model checkers and
allows properties too be positively asserted about the existence
of states. Such expressiveness would allow all of the coveragebased properties to be asserted positively with CTL rather than
negatively as they are with LTL. Future work should explore
how different specification languages could be used to express
the properties generated here as well as enable the generation
of different properties.
2) Additional Computation Concepts: There are other coverage criteria and computation concepts [43], [44] that could be
used to reason about the execution of task models in a larger
formal system model. For example, condition coverage asserts
that every subexpression in a Boolean assertion is both true and
false at some point in execution and parameter value coverage
asserts that all values of different runtime parameters be used.
Alternatively, computer scientists often look to eliminate race
conditions from concurrent system: where the desired outcome
depends on a particular temporal sequence of events that cannot
be guaranteed. Future work should identify which of these concepts provide analysts with insights important to HAI and use
them to generate additional specifications from task models.
3) Accounting for Erroneous Human Behavior: Although
not discussed here, EOFM supports the ability to automatically
generate erroneous human behavior and include it in the formal
representation of the task analytic behavior model [34], [35]. It is
conceivable that specification properties could be used to prove
properties about the different generated erroneous behaviors.
Future work should investigate this.
4) Accounting for Human Cognition and Performance:
There are many cognitive factors that can influence HAI beyond
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the procedural knowledge of task models. Work by Rukšėnas
et al. [61]–[64] have explored how different cognitive concepts
can be included in formal verification analyses. If these sophisticated cognitive representations could be integrated into EOFM,
human attention, monitoring behavior, information processing,
decision making, workload, and/or other human performance
factors could to be considered in EOFM property generation
and formal verification analyses. Future work should investigate such an extension.
5) Accounting for Interface and Automation States: The
method presented here generates properties designed to evaluate how well the task behavior contained in an EOFM supports
a system’s HAI. While these analyses can give analysts valuable
insights, they can miss issues related to the system’s automation
or human-automation interface. For example, the method will
give analysts no insights into the existence of interface states
that are unreachable by the human operator’s task or exhibit
poor usability properties.
Several researchers [65], [66] have developed different coverage criteria for human–computer and human–automation interfaces. These could be used to generate specification properties
for formal interface models for use in formal verification analyses. By including such properties in formal verification analyses
along with the task-based specifications discussed here, analysts
should be able to gain additional insights into the HAI of their
system.
Further, a body of work has investigated different ways of
using formal methods to evaluate human-automation interface
designs without considering models of the human task behavior.
In these approaches, a formal model of a human-automation interface is verified against specifications that represent desirable
usability properties (see [12]). Campos and Harrison [67] identified four related categories of properties that could be expressed
in temporal logic and thus formally verified, and multiple researchers have defined property patterns within these categories
[55], [67]–[69]. Reachability properties assert qualities about
whether and when interface conditions can be attained [55],
[68], [69]. Visibility properties describe how feedback to human actions should manifest [69], [70]. Task-related properties
specify things that concern the completion of task goals and their
ability to be undone [68]–[70]. Reliability describes properties
that qualify safe and reliable performance including behavioral
consistency, the absence of deadlock, and the lack of hidden
mode changes [55], [68], [71], [72]. Tools have been developed
that allow these properties to be automatically generated from
interface models [55], [73]. Further, work by Campos et al.
[74] have explored how these types of properties can be used to
while reasoning about how information resource constraints on
human actions can impact system usability. Given that the analysis method discussed in this paper uses a human–automation
interface as part of its formal system model, it should be compatible with usability property generation methods and formal
verification analyses. Thus, future work should investigate how
these different approaches can be used synergistically to provide
even more complete HAI analyses.
6) Including Time and Other Continuous Quantities: The
application presented here was highly dependent on the timing
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of different system events. However, the model represented time
using an integer counter. This is because the current version of
EOFM does not support the realistic representation of time as
a real numbered continuous quantity. This is largely due to the
limitations of model checking, where the majority of model
checkers (including SAL-SMC) can only evaluate systems with
a finite number of discrete states. This limits the types of analyses that can be performed with the current version of the method.
Clearly, the application presented in this paper would be much
more realistic if time was modeled in higher fidelity. Luckily,
progress is being made in this area. For example, one of the
tools in SAL is its infinite bounded model checker [75], which
supports the modeling of real time using timed and time-out
automata [76]. Future work should investigate how time can be
incorporated into models utilizing EOFM. Such an extension
could also open up possibilities for generating and verifying
properties specifically related to the timing of task performance.
Other continuous quantities and dynamics can be challenging
to include in formal verification analyses as well. This is not only
because they are continuous, but because nonlinear arithmetic
of variables cannot generally be handled by model checkers.
Those that study hybrid system modeling and verification (see,
for example, [77]–[79]) have developed a number of abstraction
and verification approaches that can account for these types of
operations. However, EOFM does not currently support these.
Future work should investigate how hybrid system modeling
can be used synergistically with EOFM so that they can be considered in EOFM-supported specification property generation
and verification analyses.
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